Adding new word associations to semantic memory: evidence for two interactive learning components.
The addition of newly learned word associations to semantic memory was investigated in three experiments. In these experiments word pairs were repeatedly presented as prime-target pairs in a lexical decision task. Performance on repeated pairs (both pre-experimentally associated and initially unrelated pairs) was compared to that on neutral pairs. In Experiments 1 and 2, effects of prior study (episodic priming) were observed but since this episodic priming effect was equal for both conditions it could not be concluded that the new associations has been added to semantic memory. In Experiment 3 some evidence was found that the newly learned word associations had been added to semantic memory. This occurred only after presenting the word pairs for several trials in paired-associate learning. The results are interpreted as supporting a model that distinguishes two memory components that mediate the effects of new learning, an episodic and a semantic one.